Using the notion of /-blocks in a weight space of the positive cone of the root lattice we obtain, after suitable reduction to nontrivial cases, a surprising strongly inductive formula for Kostant's partition function in terms of exactly 3 lower weight spaces. The proof is elementary, using arithmetic properties of /-blocks from [2] , and avoiding any character formulas.
Introduction and applications
Fix a base B for a root system 7? and use it to define the root lattice Ar as the Z-linear combinations of the members of B, and A* as the Z+ linear combinations. For x e A* let P(x) denote Kostant's partition function, the number of ways to write t as a sum of positive roots. In [2] the Kostant cone of A* , here denoted A^+ , is introduced. A t e A^ is in the Kostant cone if it can be written as a sum of nonsimple roots. There is a bracketing function 5 from A* to A* which is idempotent, whose image is A*+, whose fixed points are precisely A*+ , and is such that P(s(t)) = P(x) for all tsA^. So any calculation of P(x) can be reduced to the Kostant cone. But there is little indication, so far, of how to compute P(x) once in the Kostant cone.
For x £ A* let EJx) be the set of things that T'(t) counts. There are many useful ways to subdivide E+(x). The one used here is to partition 7í+(t) into /-blocks, (¿¡(j). In [2] there is a duality theorem relating pairs of /-blocks of E+(x). This result is a useful arithmetic version of the geometric fact that a reflection in a simple root a¡ permutes the positive roots other than c*(. We can describe this duality in terms of the root and weight coordinates of x.
Let x e A+r . The root lattice is contained in the weight lattice A, i.e., the set of Z-linear combinations of members of D, where D is the set of fundamental dominant weights with respect to 77 . So we have x = X) riai, in terms of A*, and x = J2 wi^i > in terms of A. Fix the index /. The duality result states that if there is a nonnegative integer j such that j < ri and /' < wi, then we have |Ö/(7')I = \Q¡(W¡ -7)1 • We are most concerned when 7 = 0. For x in the Kostant cone, 1(2,(0)1 > 0 for all i. There is always an index / with wj > 0 for nonzero x e A*+ , thus giving a nontrivial /-block relation by duality. This /-block relation yields our main result here, Theorem 5, a strongly inductive formula for 7>(t) . Let x £ A^+ with x ^ 0 and x = Yl wiX¡. For at least one /, P(x) -P(x -a¡) = P(x -w^/) -P(x -(w¡ + l)a(.) where P(x) > P(x -a;.) > P(x -W(a() > P(x -(wj + l)a().
There were two situations in the representation theory of semisimple Lie algebras in which the reduction of the calculation of P(x) to those x £ A*+ was used with effect. First, from [2] , let L be a complex simple Lie algebra with root system R and V a finite dimensional L-module of highest weight X. Let m^x) denote the multiplicity of the weight space of weight X -x in V, where x e A+r . If X -x is a dominant weight, then mk(x) = mk(s(x)), mimicking the behavior of P(x) in A* . Of course this doesn't work for nondominant X -x, else V would be infinite dimensional.
In case x is sufficiently close to X, i.e., X = ^ m¡Xi and x = J2 r¡a¡ with ri < mi for all /, we have T^t) = mx(x), so in this case we have, for nonzero x £ A*+ , that mx(x)-mk(x-ai) = mk(x-w¡a¡)-m)í(x-(wi + \)a¡). This formula doesn't always hold for general x £ A^+ with X -x dominant. There are, for example, one-dimensional dominant weight spaces in the Kostant cone, in which case this inductive formula, or any reasonable analog, will never work. But with a complete classification of these weight spaces, careful use of the operator 5, and understanding of the behavior of 5 near the walls of the dominant chamber, then it is very likely that an intuitive and extremely fast multiplicity formula, as compared to the very fast formulas of Moody and Patera [7] , [8] , see also Pianzola [9] , will result. Also we get useful inequalities.
The second place where this reduction to the Kostant cone was used is in prime characteristic versions of these irreducible L-modules in the case of a p-restricted highest weight X, see [3] . Modular maximal vectors, which would herald submodules mod-p, are to be found only in weight spaces of weight X -x for x £ A*+ , adding a second condition to p-linkage, see Humphreys [6] , for such vectors. Interestingly, the one-dimensional dominant weight spaces in the Kostant cone are related to the p -2 (and p = 3 for G2 ) modular maximal vectors.
Finding p-modular maximal vectors involves careful study of the relations between the weight spaces of ie A^+ and t -a( € A* , for all a; £ B . We need to know the multiplicity jumps for these, as well as how bases for these weight spaces are related. By starting with those / such that our main formula holds we get a great head start on the construction of modular maximal vectors by looking at the x -w¡a¡ and x -(w¡ + 1)q( weight spaces, which are in inductive range. For indices / such that Theorem 5 does not apply we have a certain regular degeneration. This will be discussed at length in part II of reference [4] . This paper is an expanded version of a letter to A. J. Coleman, in which I wanted to present a useful model for a "definitive" multiplicity formula.
We begin with a section reviewing some results of [2] , with some notational changes.
Root lattice functions
Let Z denote the ring of integers and Z+ the nonnegative integers. Let 7? be reduced irreducible root system of rank n with base B = {ax, ... ,an} and positive roots R+ -{ßx, ... ,ßm}, where ßx = ax, ... ,ßn = an. Let D -{Xx, ... ,Xn} be the fundamental dominant weights with respect to B . Let A be the weight lattice and Af the root lattice, the sets of Z-linear combinations of the members of D and B respectively, with A+ and A* the Z+-linear combinations.
If x e A* , x = ¿~2 riai, then x e A, say x = £ w¡X¡. We define T, the root coordinate function, from A* to Z" , Q., the weight coordinate function from A* to Z", and Y, the capacity function from A^ to Zn as follows: for x e A;, t = £/-.a,. = £ w^, we set T(t) = (r,, ... ,r") G Z^, Q(r) = (iop...,ii)j6Z",and Y(x) = (gx, ... , gn) £ Z" , where $ = r¡ -tí)., 1 < / < n.
For t G A^ let E (x) denote the set of all expressions for x as a Z+-sum of positive roots. The coordinates for a member of E+(x) would be in Z™. We define P, the root version of Kostant's partition function, from Ar to Z+ as follows: for x g Ar+ , P(x) = \E+(x)\, and for t g Ar -Ar+ , P(x) = 0.
The Kostant cone of A^ , denoted A^+ , is the set of x £ A* such that E+(x) contains at least one member with no simple root summands. Thus x is in the Kostant cone if we can write it as a sum, over Z+ , of roots from R+ -B.
We define the function 5 from A* to A* as follows: for x £ A* with T(t) = (rx, ... ,rn) and Y(x) = (gx, ... ,gn) we set s(x) = £>,•«,-where, for 1 < / < n , 5( = min{r(, ri + g¡} . From [2] we have the Theorem 1. For x e A* : Let j £ Z+ and i, 1 < / < n, be such that j < r and j < wi. Then, for i-blocks in E+(x), |0.(7)| = \Qi(wi -j)\.
This theorem is our main inductive tool.
/-Inductive weight spaces
We work in the Kostant cone in this section. Let x £ A*+, x ^ 0, with Q(t) = (wx, ... ,wn) and Y(x) = (gx, ... ,gn). Then x £ A^+ implies that Y(x) e Z" , and so for each /, 1 < / < n, we have |0,(O)| > 0. Then the duality Theorem 2 will yield a nontrivial inductive result, namely that |0,(O)| = I0/(W/)| > whenever the index / is such that w¡,>0.
However, if w¡ < 0 for all /, 1 < / < n, then x -J2 wiXi implies that i e Ar -Ar+, or else x = 0, because, for irreducible R, each fundamental dominant weight X-£ D is such that X-= Y\"k=x Qjko-k , where each qjk is a rational number and all qjk > 0. See, for instance, Humphreys [5, [1] . So there is at least one /, 1 < / < n , such that wl > 0.
For x £ A*+ , with Cl(x) = (wx, ... , wn), we say x is /-inductive if w¡ > 0 for the index /, 1 < / < n . If x is /-inductive for all /, \ <i <n , then x is inductive, i.e., as a weight x is strongly dominant, or in the dominant chamber determined by 77 . Then we have shown Proposition 3. Let x e A*+ . Then x is i-inductive for at least one index i, \ <i <n, or else x -0.
/-Blocks and the partition function
Let ieA* with T(t) = (r,,... ,rn). Fix /, I < i < n. Let k, j £ Z+ such that k < j < rr Let 8 G Q¡(j) = Qi{Jj) in E+(x). Then 8 is a sum of positive roots adding up to x as a sum of simple roots, with the a( = ßi coefficient exactly j. If we let 8X = 8 -kßi denote the same sum of positive roots, except the a. = ßi coefficient is now j -k, then we have that 8X £ Ql{L_kaAj -k). If we had started with 8X and then added k to the ai -ßi coefficient etc., then we obtain the following Proposition 4. Let x £ A* with T(t) = (rx, ... ,rn). Let k, j e Z+ such that k < j < r¡, where 1 < i < n. Then, computing in E+(x) and in E+(x -ka¡), we obtain \Qi(x)(j)\ = \Q,(T_ka¡)(j ~ k)\. . There is at least one index i, I < i < n, such that itr: > 1, and P(x) -P(x -a,.) = 7>(t -u;,q,.) -P(x -(w, + l)a,.), and such that P(x) > P(x -a¡) > P(x -w(at) > P(x -(wi + l)a,), with P(x -a,.) = P(x -ura,) <* tt>,. = 1.
In a more general setting let 8 e Ar . Let x = s(8). Then P(8) = P(s(8)) = P(x) and x is in the Kostant cone. Either x = 0, in which case P(t) = 1, or we apply Theorem 5 to inductively compute T'(t) = P(8).
Examples
If 7? is of type A2, then the Kostant cone, A^+ , is just the set of m, + ra2 for r £ Z+ , a ray inside the closure of the dominant chamber in A with respect to 77 . If t ^ 0 and t G A++ , then T(t) = (r,r), Y(x) = (0,0), and Çl(x) -(r,r). So each nonzero member of the Kostant cone is inductive. In fact, for / = 1 or 2, with x £ A++ , x ^ 0, (5) P(x) = P(x -a,.) + 1, because x -ifj,a, = x -ra, = ra¡, where / / j, and P(ra.) = 1, while P(x -(w¡ + 1)q,) = P(-a¡ + raj) = 0.
If R is of type C2, with largest root 2ax+a2, then A*+ coincides with the closure of the dominant chamber in A, i.e., for isA^ with T(t) = (r, ,r2) we obtain Y(x) = (2r2 -r, ,r, -r2) and Q(t) = (2rx -2r2,2r2 -rx). So, if Y(x) £ Z2+ we have il(x) £ Z2+ and vice versa. Then x £ A*+ is inductive unless rx = 2r2 or rx = r2, i.e., unless x is on the boundary of the Kostant cone, see [2] . On the boundary x is only 1-or 2-inductive, not both.
If R is of type G2, with largest root 3a, +2q2 , then A^+ properly contains the closure of the dominant chamber of A, i.e., if x £ A* with T(t) = (rx, r2), then we have Y(x) = (3r2 -rx,rx -r2) and £l(x) -(2r, -3r2,2r2 -rx). So x £ A*+ when 3r2 > rx > r2, but x is only inductive when 2r2 > r{ > (\)r2, and is otherwise only 1 -or 2-inductive, not both.
